
Racing oriented version of the SILKD frameset, it shares the smooth ride but with a sharper
handling, a more aggressive riding position, and a stiffer tube set for the front triangle.

Developed specifically for disc brakes with a modern, racing inspired, custom geometry
finely tuned on the rider. A fast and smooth machine, nimble and reactive with a lively feeling
and a quick handling for aggressive cornering, still smooth and comfortable for long distance
rides.

The fitting is tuned on body measurements to put the rider in a proper sportive position with
a balanced weight distribution on the wheels.

Fabricated with a custom selection of high-end Columbus tubes: Spirit/HSS/LIFE with
diameter and thickness selected on rider size, weight, power.

S-bend chainstays. S-Bend and formed seatstays add vertical compliance while retaining
lateral one, each of these features improve the ride feeling, the geometry is specific for disc
brakes, the superior braking power asks for a more composed machine and so permits later
and powerful braking.

Oversize threaded T47 bottom bracket for a solid power transmission and 44 ID oversize
head tube.

Modern high quality steel is a material with some unique characteristics: it act as a spring, it
retain power when pushing the pedal and give it back when in the dead spot . It absorb
vibrations making the bicycle planted and comfortable, a very nice feature for long rides.

Paragon Machine Works stainless “Snap-in” dropouts, Flat Mount tabs, Bottom Bracket
shell.
Silva Italy stainless small part and braze ons.

142x12mm, 100x12mm Thru axles.

Fork Options:

Columbus Futura Disc : 45mm tapered 1-1/2”
Columbus Futura Disc SLX  45mm tapered 1-1/4"
Enve Disc Road : 43/50mm tapered 1-1/4”

700x30 max tire clearance.
142x12mm, 100x12mm Thru axles.

External or internal hydraulic routing with stainless internal hose guide.
Mechanical or Di2 transmission routing.



SILKR custom Disc Road Frameset
Price and Options

● Custom geometry, handcrafted steel frame, Columbus SPIRIT/HSS/LIFE
● COLUMBUS Futura DISC Fork 1 ½”
● Tire Clearance 700x32
● Oversize HSS Headtube 44mm ID
● Double water bottle mount stainless steel
● Oversize T47 BB steel
● PMW Snap-in Dropouts stainless steel
● Internal rear brake cable routing, stainless steel
● Mechanic or Electronic transmission routing
● Flat Mount disc bike standard
● PMW Thru axle 142x12

BASE RRP: 3670 AUD

OPTIONS
FORK OPTION:
ENVE Road Disc Fork, 1-¼
ADD 330 AUD

NOTE The frame comes with the same tire clearance as the fork.

PAINTWORK
One colour of choice + Logo 295 AUD
Two colours scheme + Logo 660 AUD

FULL CUSTOM PAINT SCHEME:
Graphic concept @ 75 AUD per hour, average 5 hours.
Paintwork Starting at 790 AUD

HEADSET:
Chris King Inset 235 AUD
Ceramic Speed EC44 280 AUD

*Delivery not included


